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Clean your customer�s brows thoroughly. Use the COMBINAL Priming Lotion to 
prepare the brows and to cleanse them of any greasy residue with a fuzz free 
cotton pad. Wet the fuzz free cotton pad with our lotion and stroke gently over 
the customer�s brows. Let the brows dry to move on with the next steps (use a 
Cold Air Dryer or Lash Dryer Air Ball Balloon for quick results).

1
st Step

2 
nd Step

Brush the brows with the Y-Tool, applicator or mascara brush. to sepa-
rate them from each other and to set the brows. Apply the COMBINAL 
Glue from the beginning to the end of the brows and fix the hair with 
the Y-Tool, applicator or mascara brush. Lift the hair towards a desired 
position. If you want to correct the positioning, add more glue on to the 
correcting area and lift the hair towards a desired position. 
Allow the glue to dry. The glue protects the skin from the lotions. 
You can continue to apply the glue throughout the treatment to set 
the brows. The COMBINAL Glue is water-soluble. Close the adhesive 
well after use. 

After positioning the brows in the desired shape, now apply the 
COMBINAL Brow Lifting Lotion with a dry cotton swab, lip brush or 
microbrush on the brows. Cover the brows from the beginning to the end 
with sufficient lotion from the newly opened sachet, excluding the skin 
around the brow area. The processing time for the COMBINAL
 Brow Lifting Lotion should last ca. 10 minutes or longer (max. 20 minu-
tes) � varies on the hair thickness. After the processing time, remove 
the lotion thoroughly from the brows with a dry cotton swab/ a fuzz 
free cotton pad without taking off the COMBINAL Glue. Please clean the 
preferred tool for applying the lotions afterwards or us separate tools.
Tip: During the waiting time you can also additionally use a plastic wrap. 
This helps to speed up the process by trapping heat in.

3 
rd Step

Continue to apply the COMBINAL Brow Fixing Lotion with a dry cotton 
swab, lip brush or microbrush on the brows. Cover the brows from the 
beginning to the end, excluding the skin around the brow area, just like 
with the COMBINAL Brow Lifting Lotion. The processing time for the 
COMBINAL Brow Lifting Lotion should last ca. 10 minutes or longer 
(max. 20 minutes) � varies on the hair thickness. After the processing 
time, remove the lotion thoroughly from the brows with a dry cotton 
swab/ a fuzz free cotton pad. You can now use a wet, fuzz free cotton 
pad to remove the COMBINAL glue. Please clean the preferred tool for 
applying the lotions afterwards or us separate tools.
Tip: During the waiting time you can also additionally use a plastic wrap. 
This helps to speed up the process by trapping heat in.

4 
th Step
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5 
th Step

The brows can be tinted now. Processing time for the color is 
3-6 minutes. Gently remove the tint from the brows with 
KERALASH 5ml. You can also use our oil-free COMBINAL 
Colour Cleanser.

6 
th Step

7  
th Step

Start to shape your customer�s brows based on their unique 
facial symmetry with our additional tools! Use the mapping string 
and ruler to create their brows� natural arches. From there, you 
can mark the most symmetrical brows in a breeze! Once the lines 
are created, pluck the eyebrows by removing only hairs beyond 
the lines. Use the precision scissors for an optimized shape.
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Use micro brushes to apply KERALASH 5ml over the brows. 
This nourishes and strengthens your brows.


